ATTACH HOSES TO DOMINANT BRANCH

TREES 6' HEIGHT, 1''- 1 1/2'' CALIPER-TYPE A FASTENER
TREES 6' HEIGHT, 1 1/2''-2 1/2'' CALIPER-TYPE B FASTENER
(SEE STANDARD MD 710.03-09)

LOCATE WIRES BETWEEN 1/3 AND 1/2 TREE HEIGHT
2'-3' MIN TO WIRE NOTCH

PLACE STAKES 5'-8' FROM ROOT BALL

NOTCH TO HOLD WIRE IN PLACE

3' MULCH DEPTH

4' HIGH SOIL BERM

REMOVE BURLAP FROM TOP OF TREE BALL. FOLD DOWN OR CUT OFF TOP OF WIRE BASKET TO BELOW SOIL LEVEL.

AMENDED EXISTING SOIL-SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEPTH AND DIAMETER OF PIT

2''x2'' STAKES. DRIVE STAKES INTO SOLID BEARING GROUND; MINIMUM 10'' OR AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT TREE; CUT TO PROPER HEIGHT AFTER DRIVING.

NOTES

1. LOCATE STAKES PARALLEL TO NEAREST ROADWAY OR PAVEMENT AREA FOR UNIFORM APPEARANCE.
2. CENTER TREE IN PLANTING PIT.

MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
STANDARDS FOR HIGHWAYS AND INCIDENTAL STRUCTURES

STAKING FLOWERING TREES
6 FEET HIGH TO 2 1/2 INCH CALIPER

STANDARD NO. MD 710.03-04